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Foreword 
Thank you for purchasing the Bone Controller!  

I’m an independent developer and your feedback and support really means a lot to me. Please don’t ever 

hesitate to contact me if you have a question, suggestion, or concern. 

The latest version of the User’s Guide can be found online: 
http://www.ootii.com/Unity/BoneController/BCGuide.pdf 

I’m also on the forums throughout the day: 
http://forum.unity3d.com/threads/bone-controller-released.298345 
 
Tim 
tim@ootii.com 
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Overview 
This document is all about coding your own bone motor. So, I’m assuming you already have some experience 

coding, that you’ve read the User’s Guide, and that you’re not afraid to get your hands dirty.  

We’ll go over some key concepts and then we’ll jump into a couple of examples and code them together. 

Please remember that the Bone Controller is still in beta. So, this is a great time for you to give feedback on the 

building process. I’m happy to make changes if it makes everyone’s life easier. 

Philosophies 

Isolating the Motors 
The whole reason I went with bone motors is that we should be able to create new ways of manipulating bones 

without having to touch the core skeleton or messing with other motors. If we do this, we know that we can’t do 

harm to existing code. 

So, resist the temptation to modify the BoneControllerSkeleton or other base classes. If you really feel you have 

to in order to achieve what you want, I’d suggest you email me and maybe it’s something I can put in for 

everyone. 

Inherit vs. Modify 
The current set of bone motors have gone through a lot of testing. Let’s say you really just want one of the 

motors to act a little differently. I’d suggest you inherit from the one you like and not modify it directly. If you  

just override the parts you need, I won’t undo code that you change when I send out updates. 

Commenting on Comments 
This documentation isn’t going to simply list all the classes, properties, and functions that exist. I comment 

everything. So, feel free to look through the code to see this basic information. Most IDEs also have object 

browsers. That’s a great way to look at things as well. 

Instead, I think our time is better spent learning how to use these fundamental pieces. 

Underscores 
Sometimes you’ll see my code include public fields that start with an underscore. Something like this: 

        public bool _ApplyLimits = true; 
        public bool ApplyLimits 
        { 
            get { return _ApplyLimits; } 
            set { _ApplyLimits = value; } 
        } 

I do this because I like the protection/abstraction that accessors provide, but I don’t like the performance hit. So, 

a field with an underscore in front of it means “You can use me to get the value, but you shouldn’t use me to set 

the value…unless you really know what you’re doing.” 
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Base Classes 
The Bone Controller is primarily made up of four base classes that are found in the 

“Assets\ootii\BoneController\Code\Actors\BoneControllers” folder. These really shouldn’t be edited: 

BoneControllerSkeleton 
This is the root of the whole system. It’s the collection of bones and motors that allow the asset to run. Each 

character will only have one of these. 

It’s a MonoBehavior. So, it’s what you’ll add as a component to the character. 

BoneControllerBone 
The skeleton is a collection of bones and each bone is represented by an instance of this class. When I write 

“bone”, I mean one of these. The bone holds information like length, joint type, bind pose, and other 

information that makes creating motors easier. 

In your code, you’ll use this class a lot. 

Bones are hierarchical. So, we have one root bone (typically the hips) who have 0 or more child bones… who 

have 0 or more child bone… who have 0 or more… you get the point. 

When we process the bones, we process the root first, then it’s children, then their children, and so on. So it’s 

from parent to child order. This becomes important to remember in some motors. 

BoneControllerJoint 
Each bone can have 0 or 1 joint. The joint defines what kind of movement is allowed, but it also defines what 

GUI is displays to show the limits.  

Most of the logic for the joints are actually implemented in the classes that inherit from this. While it’s unlikely 

you would need to, you could create a whole new joint type or joint GUI by inheriting from this class. 

BoneControllerMotor 
This is the base class for all the motors that exist. The Skeleton holds the collection of these and process them 

each frame. The motors themselves can hold a reference to specific bones or bone chains and then processes 

them in order to create the desired effect. 

When creating a new motor, you’ll want to inherit from this class. Most of the functions in this class are virtual 

so you can override them. 

One important thing to remember… motors are processed and bone rotations are set, but they aren’t actually 

applied at the time the motor runs. Instead, all the motors run, we determine the desired rotations of all the 

bones, we apply limits to those desired rotations, and then we apply the rotations to the bones.  
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Processing 
As I mentioned, the only MonoBehavior is the BoneControllerSkeleton itself. That means the bones, motors, and 

joints get processed in a systematic fashion from the skeleton. 

All of this processing happens in the LateUpdate() function of the skeleton. We use LateUpdate() because we 

need to rotate the bones after Unity has already applied any animations. Otherwise, we’d make changes and 

Unity would undo them. 

That means that each frame of the animation that plays represents the “resting state” of the skeleton. If our 

bone motors weren’t enabled, the animations would play and the character would move just as we’d always 

expect. Any rotations that do get applied by our motors need to be in reference to the current animation frame. 

That sounds like it would be complex…and it can be, but all that complexity is handled by the Bone Controller. 

 

Fixed Update 
You may have noticed that when UpdateMotor() is called on the motor, we determine if it’s time to update and 

potentially update multiple times. 

That’s because each motor can run in a pseudo-fixed update (similar to Unity’s FixedUpdate() function) or as a 

regular update. Fixed updates are good because they allow for consistency in processing. This is critical for 

physics simulations. 

 

 

BCSkeleton.LateUpdate() 

BCMotor.UpdateMotor() Determine if time to update 

BCBone.Update() 

Update() 

Aggregate rotations from motors 

Apply joint limits to the aggregate rotation 

Apply rotation to bone 

Update() children 
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The downside to fixed updates is that if you have a fast machine, you don’t get as many updates as you could 

and animations aren’t as smooth as they could be. Not to say they are bad, just 120 FPS creates smoother 

results than 60 FPS. 
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Introduction to Bones 
There are 1,000s of artists out there creating 100,000s of models and there’s no fixed rule on how bones should 

be setup. That means that we have characters created in all sorts of ways. 

 

One of the things that the Bone Controller does is to preprocess the bones and standardize them. This makes 

manipulating bones in a consistent way easier. So, when you’re creating a motor, you don’t have to worry about 

how the bones were created. Instead, you treat them all the same. 

 

To this end, you should understand how I’ve standardized the bones. 

Transforms vs. Bones 
One thing to remember is that each bone is represented by a transform. However, we don’t want that transform 

to limit how we think about the bone. In the pictures above, the transforms are pointing all sorts of different 

ways. However, we want a standard. 

So, when thinking about bone rotations, there’s two steps going on: 

1. Rotating the original transform  

2. Rotating more to represent the way we think about the bone 

Let me give you an example as this is really important. 

This “bone forward” is actually 

the transform’s x-axis. 

This “bone forward” is the 

transform’s y-axis. 

This “bone forward” is the 

transform’s negative x-axis. 

Various local transform directions of the right upper arm… 

I can’t have possibly test every character out there. So, if you come across a skeleton that the Bone 
Controller doesn’t work with, please let me know…and be patient. 
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This is an image from Unity’s Rig Mapping. Nothing to do with the Bone 

Controller at all. 

Notice how the head bone is slanted. It’s actually represented by all those 

spikes because Unity draws the bones from the base out to the next 

transform (the two red circles. 

This makes sense because it keeps the skeleton connected from one bone to 

the next and makes life a lot easier. 

 

 

This is an image of the character in the scene. Again, nothing to do with the 

Bone Controller at all. 

What you can see is the transform that represents the head bone isn’t 

slanted. In fact, you can see by the picture to the left that the forward 

direction of the transform goes out his nose. 

 

 

 

 

So, we’re in a case where how we want to think of the bone (for simplicity sake) doesn’t match the actual 

transform of the bone.  

Through LOTS of testing and pain, I’ve learned that you really do want to think of the bones as linking from 

transform to transform and not simply rely on the way the transforms were initially created. This is what allows 

us to support any skeleton. 

What that means is when we are working with the actual transform, we have the two steps: 

1. Rotating the original transform  

2. Rotating more to represent the way we think about the bone 

Hopefully this makes sense. 

BoneControllerBone.BindRotation 
When the skeleton was created, the transforms were at specific rotations. A good example is the popular “T” 

pose. 

The bind rotation is the transform’s local rotation when the skeleton was created. Notice I said the 

“transform’s”, not the “bone’s”. We say local because it’s relative to the bone’s parent.  

Each transform typically has a different Bind Rotation. 
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BoneControllerBone.ToBoneForward 
This is the rotation for the second step I mentioned. Because of the way some skeletons are built, our desired 

bone bind rotation doesn’t always match the original transform’s rotation.  

So, if we want to get from the underlying transform’s forward direction to our bone’s forward direction, we can 

use this rotation. 

BoneControllerBone.BoneForward 
This is a vector that represents the bone’s forward direction (not the transform) when in its bind position. By 

forward, we mean the long-length of the bone. So, the forward direction of your right forearm is the direction 

from your elbow to your wrist. 

In most cases, we would just think of this as Transform.forward. However, different 

artists use different coordinate systems for their bones. Therefore we calculate the 

bone’s forward ourselves. 

For example, in the picture to the left, the creator of this Unity asset made the right 

arm’s bone run down the transform’s x-axis (red). So, the true forward direction is 

something like (0, 0, 1)…the blue axis. 

However, after we process the bone we can use “BoneForward” to get the 

standardized direction of the bone (from shoulder to elbow). 

Why does it matter? 
With this information, we use an empty rotation (Quaternion.identity) to get back to the bind pose…the position 

the skeleton was created in.  

Think of it this way…  

If I were to clear all the rotations without understanding this information, we’d 

get some pretty crazy results because the bones would have no direction. 

That’s what you see on the left.  

 

 

 

 

Confusion Warning: 
In the documentation, you’ll see me say “bind pose” or “bind rotation” a lot. When I say “bind rotation” I 
don’t mean this property. I’m speaking more generically and meaning the “default rotation of the bone” 

as we like to think of the bone (which may not be the same as the bone’s underlying transform). 
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However, because we have this information clearing out the rotations simply 

means “go back to the pose you were created in”. 

That’s what you see on the left. 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s take it one step further. With this information, we can think of our bone motors as rotating all bones 

relative to their bind pose regardless of how they were created. Hopefully this will make more sense as we get 

into the code. 

 

BoneControllerBone.SetWorldRotation() 
This is a function you’re going to use a lot. 

SetWorldRotation() takes a world-space rotation that will force the bone to swing in the direction of the 

rotation’s forward vector. So, sending a rotation that looks up will force the bone to swing so it is pointing up. 

When sending a rotation to SetWorldRotation(), we are controlling the rotation of the bone, not the model. So, 

sending Quaternion.identity to SetWorldRotation() would result in the bone pointing forward along the world’s 

z-axis with its up direction running up the world’s y-axis. 

Let’s look at an example… 

The turret wasn’t actually created with a skeleton. Instead, the Bone Controller created it based on the model 

parts. In its bind pose (meaning no rotations), we can see in the left image that the bone point upwards some.  
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Now, if we grabbed that bone and called SetWorldRotation(Quaternion.identity), the bone will rotate to point in 

the world’s default rotation (z-forward and y-up). That’s what you see in the right image. 
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Here’s the code. It’s not in a motor, but that’s ok… 

 

public class TurretCode : MonoBehaviour  
{ 
    BoneControllerSkeleton mSkeleton = null; 
    BoneControllerBone mHead = null; 
 
    // Use this for initialization 
    void Start()  
    { 
        mSkeleton = gameObject.GetComponent<BoneControllerSkeleton>(); 
        mHead = mSkeleton.GetBone("Head") as BoneControllerBone; 
    } 
  
    // Update is called once per frame 
    void Update()  
    { 
        mHead.SetWorldRotation(Quaternion.identity, 1f);      
    } 
} 

 

In this simple example, we just grabbed the skeleton and the bone we wanted. 

Then, in the Update() function we forced the “head” bone to look down the world’s forward direction (z-axis). 
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BoneControllerBone.SetLocalRotation() 
This is another function you’ll see a lot of. 

Just like the other function rotated the bone to a world rotation, this function rotates the bone to a rotation 

relative to the bind pose we talked about. So, passing Quaternion.identity doesn’t rotate the bone at all. 

Instead, it forces the rotation to match the bind pose. It basically zero’s out any rotation. 

Let’s look at another example... 

Here we’re going to rotate the turret 90 degrees around it’s y-axis. Remember, it’s the bone’s y-axis!  

 

Since the bone’s y-axis isn’t straight up and down, you can see the bone turret is cantered. That’s what we’d 

expect if rotating around the bone’s y-axis. 

This time, I’m just going to include the Update() function in the example: 

    // Update is called once per frame 
    void Update()  
    { 
        Quaternion lRotation = Quaternion.AngleAxis(90, Vector3.up); 
        mHead.SetLocalRotation(lRotation, 1f);      
    } 
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Bind Pose Motor Walk-Through 
Hopefully all this makes sense. So, let’s actually look at how we used it to create a motor someone could use in a 

project… 

The Bind Pose Motor is pretty simple. It removes any rotation from the bones and forces the skeleton to the 

pose it was created it. I’m not sure anyone would actually use it in a game, but it’s great for testing and is a good 

way to start. 

So, in your editor open the following file: 
“Assets/ootii/BoneController/Code/Actors/BoneControllers/Motors/BindPoseMotor.cs” 

You’ll see the file isn’t that long. Let’s go through it line by line…  

My comments will be in light grey and the code will be darker so you can see it. 

 

These are the standard libraries to include 

using System; 
using UnityEngine; 
 

I like namespaces (and you should too). You should create your own namespace for your motors. Don’t use 

“com.ootii”. That’s mine.  

namespace com.ootii.Actors.BoneControllers 
{ 

 

Here we define the class that is the BindPoseMotor. Notice that we make it serializable so it can be saved and 

we use the “IKName” attribute to give it a friendly name. This is what shows up in the list of available motors. 

The really important part is that it inherits from BoneControllerMotor. Not only is that what allows it to show up 

in the list of bone motors, but it’s what makes everything work. 

    /// <summary> 
    /// Simple motor that forces the skeleton into it's 
    /// binding pose. 
    /// </summary> 
    [Serializable] 
    [IKName("Bind Pose Motor")] 
    public class BindPoseMotor : BoneControllerMotor 
    { 

 

We’ve got some constructors. All these are pretty basic. So, nothing unique. 

        /// <summary> 
        /// Default constructor 
        /// </summary> 
        public BindPoseMotor()  
            : base() 
        { 
        } 
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        /// <summary> 
        /// Skeleton constructor 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="rSkeleton">Skeleton the motor is driving</param> 
        public BindPoseMotor(BoneControllerSkeleton  rSkeleton) 
            : base(rSkeleton) 
        { 
        } 
 

Remember in the previous code examples I used the update function? This Update() function is really just the 

same thing. It’s called by the skeleton when the bones need to update. It passes in the delta time that should be 

used with the code (if needed) and a flag that determines if things really should be updated… ignore it for now. 

 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Process the motor each frame so that it can update the bone rotations. 
        /// This is the function that should be overridden in each motor 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="rDeltaTime">Delta time to use for the update</param> 
        /// <param name="rUpdate">Determines if it is officially time to do the update</param> 
        protected override void Update(float rDeltaTime, bool rUpdate) 
        { 
            for (int i = 0; i < mSkeleton.Bones.Count; i++) 
            { 
                mSkeleton.Bones[i].SetLocalRotation(Quaternion.identity, _BoneWeight); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 

 

45 lines of code for our bone motor... Not bad. But even that really just boils down to the for-loop that is in the 

Update() function. 

All we’re doing is calling SetLocalRotation() on every bone in the skeleton to force it back to the bind pose. 

Exactly like the code we did earlier. 

The _BoneWeight property tells us how much to blend this rotation with the current animation rotation. In this 

case, we keep it at a value of 1.0… which means a 100% of the bone’s rotation will be what we just set. 
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Pose Motor Walk-Through 
The Bind Pose Motor was pretty easy…maybe too easy… 

Let’s look at a motor that is actually useful. The Pose motor allows you to rotate any bone (or set of bones) and 

then force the character into that pose at run-time. It can blend with existing animations so you can blend in and 

out of this pose as needed. 

So, in your editor open the following file: 
“Assets/ootii/BoneController/Code/Actors/BoneControllers/Motors/PoseMotor.cs” 

Additional Bone Data 
One thing you’ll start to notice about a lot of the bone motors is that they have an internal class. In this case, it’s 

called PoseMotorBone and it’s down at the bottom of the file. It’s pretty basic, but it’s a good way of storing 

extra data. 

The reason we need this extra data is that the bone themselves know they are bones, but they don’t know how 

this specific motor is setup or how they are supposed to rotate. That information needs to be stored in this 

motor (for each bone) and serialized when the scene is saved. 

Each bone motor could have a different structure to support how it works. So, you’ll create it as needed and to 

fit your needs. In the case of the Bind Pose Motor it was simple enough that we didn’t need to store extra data. 

Serialization 
If there was one thing about Unity that I’d change, it would be its serialization. It has some serious limitations 

that you can read about all over the web. The two that mostly effect the Bone Controller are: 

1. Depth Limit – You can only nest objects 7 layers deep. So, when you have a hierarchical skeleton that goes 

hips->spine1->spine2->shoulder->arm->forearm->hand… you can quickly see that it doesn’t work. 

2. References – Unity serialization doesn’t support deserializing references (with some exceptions). Let’s say our 

skeleton knows about a bone and 2 motors know about that some bone. Unity will deserialize the scene so that 

you have 3 separate bones, not one bone with 2 motors referencing it. As you can imagine, that’s a 

management nightmare. 

In both cases, the Bone Controller works around these limits. In the first case, we store the bones in the skeleton 

as a flat list and rebuild the hierarchy after load. In the second, motors save an index into the flat list instead of 

the references. This last part is really important. Bone Motors serialize indexes into the skeleton’s bone list…not 

the bones themselves. 

Fortunately, there’s nothing for you to do as long as you’re following these tutorials.  

As part of the base class, a field called “mBones” of List<BoneControllerBone> type exists. This list can be used 

by the motors to store the bones the motor will be manipulating. If you use this list, I’ll automatically handle all 

the serialization and deserialization for you. You just work with the bones in the list. 

Run-Time Code 
While everything is really in one file, I think of the code as having two parts.  

First is the typical run-time code. This is what runs when your game run.  
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Second is the edit-time code. This is where I put all the code the editor uses to render to the scene view or 

inspector. I do this with components like the motors and joints because it keeps everything in one place and is 

easier to manage. 

Ok, let’s see how this all comes together… 

Some standard libraries like we had before. This time, I include my Geometry library has it has some helper 

functions. There’s lots of code in these helpers that you can use in your other projects too. 

using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using UnityEngine; 
using com.ootii.Geometry; 
 

So, this next ‘using’ statement is interesting. Motors are responsible for rendering out their own inspectors and 

scene GUI. If you don’t want to use the default values, you’ll need to add it to this file. That means we need 

access to the UnityEditor library while we are in the editor. 

#if UNITY_EDITOR 
using UnityEditor; 
#endif 

 

Namespaces…use them…love them… 

namespace com.ootii.Actors.BoneControllers 
{ 

 

Ok, and we’re back to creating our class. Just like with the previous walk through. 

    /// <summary> 
    /// The Pose Motor forces the bones to a specific rotation. The result 
    /// of one or bones being rotated is a pose. 
    /// </summary> 
    [Serializable] 
    [IKName("Pose Motor")] 
    public class PoseMotor : BoneControllerMotor 
    { 

 

Here’s something different. Remember I talked about the extra bone data? This is where I’m storing it. It’s just in 

a simple list that gets serialized with the motor itself. One thing to note is that the list will be a one-to-one 

match with the bones we pose with this motor. You’ll see that soon. 

        /// <summary> 
        /// Rotations to apply to the bones 
        /// </summary> 
        public List<PoseMotorBone> _BoneInfo = new List<PoseMotorBone>(); 
 

The constructors are pretty basic, but you can see that we’re setting a couple of default properties for the 

motor: 

FixedUpdateFPS is the frame rate we attempt to stick to while using the fixed update. 
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IsFixedUpdateEnabled determines if we’re actually using the fixed update. 

IsEditorEnabled determines if the motor runs in the editor. If enabled, it allows you to see how the motor will 

work without having to run the scene. Not all motors work exactly like they do at run-time, but this one will. 

        /// <summary> 
        /// Default constructor 
        /// </summary> 
        public PoseMotor()  
            : base() 
        { 
            FixedUpdateFPS = 60f; 
            IsFixedUpdateEnabled = true; 
            IsEditorEnabled = true; 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Skeleton constructor 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="rSkeleton">Skeleton the motor is driving</param> 
        public PoseMotor(BoneControllerSkeleton  rSkeleton) 
            : base(rSkeleton) 
        { 
            FixedUpdateFPS = 60f; 
            IsFixedUpdateEnabled = true; 
            IsEditorEnabled = true; 
        } 

 

The ClearBones() function is called by the skeleton if we need to flush the bones. This gives us a chance to clear 

the bones if they become invalid and reload them if needed. Usually you don’t have to worry about this, but 

since we want to keep the extra data in sync, we do. 

Notice “mBones”. This is a List of BoneControllerBones that at are owned by the BoneControllerMotor that this 

class inherits from. Remember when we talked about the system serializing indexes vs. actual bones? Well, this 

is where data is deserialized to. So as long as you keep the bones you’re manipulating in mBones, you don’t have 

to worry about serialization yourself. 

        /// <summary> 
        /// Clears all the bones from the list 
        /// </summary> 
        public override void ClearBones() 
        { 
            mBones.Clear(); 
            _BoneInfo.Clear(); 
        } 

 

Now the work horse of our motor. Remember, the Update() function is where we set the desired rotation of the 

bones. However, the actual rotation doesn’t happen until the bones run their Update() functions. 

In this first part, we ensure there’s always a PoseMotorBone for our bones. 

        /// <summary> 
        /// Process the motor each frame so that it can update the bone rotations. 
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        /// This is the function that should be overridden in each motor 
        /// </summary> 
        /// <param name="rDeltaTime">Delta time to use for the update</param> 
        /// <param name="rUpdate">Determines if it is officially time to do the update</param> 
        protected override void Update(float rDeltaTime, bool rUpdate) 
        { 
            // Ensure we have the correct amount of bone infos... we should 
            while (_BoneInfo.Count < mBones.Count) 
            { 
                PoseMotorBone lBoneInfo = new PoseMotorBone(); 
                _BoneInfo. Add(lBoneInfo); 
            } 

In this next part we use rUpdate to tell us if the fixed update logic has determined we should actually run. If it’s 

true, we need to process. Usually, if it’s false you can simply exit the function. However, sometimes you may still 

have some logic you want to do. So, I don’t exit automatically. 

Now, process each of the bones that we’ve made part of the motor. You can see we do some quick checks and 

move on quickly if we need to. 

 

            // If it's time to update, determine the positions we need to be 
            // at and lerp towards them. 
            if (rUpdate) 
            { 
                // Start rotating each of the bones independently 
                for (int i = mBones.Count - 1; i >= 0; i--) 
                { 
                    if (_BoneInfo.Count <= i) { continue; } 
                    if (!_BoneInfo[i].IsEnabled) { continue; } 
 
                    BoneControllerBone lBone = mBones[i]; 
                    if (lBone == null || lBone._Transform == null) { continue; } 

 

Ok, here’s where we start to get crazy. For each bone, this is the real work to determine how it should rotate. 

First, we grab the current rotation. This is the rotation that was probably set by an animation. 

 

                    // The current rotation we will lerp from. 
                    Quaternion lWorldRotation = lBone._Transform.rotation; 

 

Then, we turn that “world” rotation into a “local” rotation. To do this, we have a couple of steps and some 

properties to help us… 

WorldBindRotation is this bone’s parent’s world rotation plus this bone’s bind rotation. It’s basically the bind 

rotation for this bone, but taking into account the character’s current rotation in the world. 

If we take the inverse of that and multiply it by the current world rotation of the bone, we get the rotation that 

will get us from the world bind rotation to our current rotation. However, this is based on the bone’s transform’s 

native forward. Which isn’t our Bone Forward. 
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ToBoneForward is the rotation that rotates us from bone’s transform’s native forward direction to our 

calculated Bone Forward direction. 

Using that we finally get the local rotation that takes us from the bone’s bind rotation to the animation’s 

rotation.  

I know it’s easy to get lost with all the rotations that lead to rotations, but the more you work with quaternions, 

the easier they get. 

                    Quaternion lLocalRotation = Quaternion.Inverse(lBone.WorldBindRotation) * 
lWorldRotation; 

 

                    // Set the rotation as if the bone's forward is the starting point 
                    lLocalRotation = lLocalRotation * lBone._ToBoneForward; 

 

So at this point we have the local representation of the rotation the animation caused to this bone. One last step 

we want to do is pull out the swing vs. the twist. We’ll treat this as two different rotations. 

 

                    // Extract out the components 
                    Quaternion lLocalSwing = Quaternion.identity; 
                    Quaternion lLocalTwist = Quaternion.identity; 
                    lLocalRotation.DecomposeSwingTwist(Vector3.forward, ref lLocalSwing, ref 
lLocalTwist); 

 

This part gets a bit easier. Here’ we’re just blending between the animation’s rotational value (which we just 

figured out) and the rotational values that were set as part of the pose (which we haven’t talked about yet). I 

think you’ll see that it’s a simple blending using a lerp based on the weight for each bone. A weight of 0 would 

say all animation rotation and a weight of 1 means all pose rotation. 

 

                    // Based on the weight, use the current rotation or our target rotations 
                    Quaternion lSwingTarget = Quaternion.Lerp(lLocalSwing, _BoneInfo[i].Swing, 
_Weight * _BoneInfo[i].Weight); 
                    Quaternion lTwistTarget = Quaternion.Lerp(lLocalTwist, _BoneInfo[i].Twist, 
_Weight * _BoneInfo[i].Weight); 

 

What we just calculated becomes the target we’re trying to reach. This is the rotation that we want to get to… 

some blend between the current animation and our desired pose. However, we don’t want to just ‘pop’ to the 

target. That wouldn’t look good. 

So, we’re going to do another lerp that will have us move from our current rotation to the target rotation over 

time. 

                    // Slowly move towards the targets we determined 
                    float lLerp = _BoneInfo[i].RotationLerp; 
 
#if UNITY_EDITOR 
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                    // If we're editing, don't lerp. Jut move 
                    if (!EditorApplication.isPlaying) { lLerp = 1f; } 
#endif 
 
                    // Move towards the target 
                    _BoneInfo[i].ActualSwing = Quaternion.Lerp(_BoneInfo[i].ActualSwing, 
lSwingTarget, (_IsFixedUpdateEnabled && !mIsFirstUpdate ? lLerp : 1f)); 
                    _BoneInfo[i].ActualTwist = Quaternion.Lerp(_BoneInfo[i].ActualTwist, 
lTwistTarget, (_IsFixedUpdateEnabled && !mIsFirstUpdate ? lLerp : 1f)); 

 

And finally, we can set our new rotation. 

                    // Set the world rotation 
                    lBone.SetLocalRotation(_BoneInfo[i].ActualSwing, _BoneInfo[i].ActualTwist, 
_BoneWeight); 
                } 
            } 

 

Remember way in the beginning I said we may not update if we’re using fixed update and it’s not actually time 

for another update yet? We’ll, if we’re told about an update that we aren’t ready to process, we still want to set 

the bone’s rotation so that it overrides the current animation. We can that in this ‘else’. 

 

            // If it's not on a consistent update, we just want to reset the 
            // last rotations that we found. 
            else 
            { 
                for (int i = mBones.Count - 1; i >= 0; i--) 
                { 
                    mBones[i].SetLocalRotation(_BoneInfo[i].ActualSwing, 
_BoneInfo[i].ActualTwist, _BoneWeight); 
                } 
            } 
        } 

That isn’t much code, but converting from world rotations to local rotations can get a bit confusing. 
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Edit-Time Code 
The rest of the file is really all about what shows in the editor. That’s why nearly all the remaining function use 

the UNITY_EDITOR directive. When we build for production, all this code will be stripped out by the 

compiler…just as we want. 

So this time, I’m going to talk about the functions, but not go line by line as most of it is just basic editor code. 

OnInspectorGUI 
This code is called by the BoneControllerSkeletonEditor.cs file to render out the inspector for this particular 

motor. It gives you a place to put custom inspector code for you motor type. 

  

Inside this example, we only need the list of bones that are being posed. Remember back in the serialization 

section that I talked about “mBones”. Well, we’re showing off the bones in that list here. 

Because the mBones list is part of the base class and used by nearly all the motors, I have some helper functions 

to make it so you don’t have to render out all this out yourself. Instead, if you use the “RenderBoneList()” 

function (as I do in the code), I’ll render the list for you. 

Standard inspector properties for all 

motors. These are added 

automatically. 

Custom inspector properties for this 

motor type. These are added by the 

code in this function. 

In this example, it’s just a list of 

bones (and their properties) that will 

be posed. 
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RenderBone 
In OnInspectorGUI, I said you can just use RenderBoneList() to render out the list for you. Yep, that’s true.  

But, what if you had custom properties or extra data for each bone that you wanted to show in the list? Well, 

you’d use this function. 

 

Remember we talked about additional bone data? This is where you can expose that data. 

If you look at the code, we’re just doing a couple of steps: 

1. Rendering out the properties. 

2a. If there no joint, tell the bone to draw it’s inspector properties. 

2b. If there is a joint, tell the joint to draw it’s inspector properties. 

AddBone 
When using RenderBoneList() and a bone is added, this function is called. It allows you to keep any addition 

bone data in sync. So, all we’re doing here is making sure to add extra data for this new bone. 

RemoveBone 
When using RenderBoneList() and a bone is removed, this function is called. It allows you to keep any additional 

bone data in synch. So, all we’re doing here is making sure to remove the extra data for this bone. 

OnSceneGUI 
In addition to our motor rendering out inspector properties, it can render out to the editor’s scene view as well. 

If you want to render out, you’d do that here. 

Standard inspector properties for all 

motors. These are added  for you. 

Custom inspector properties for this 

bone. 

Joint inspector properties for this 

bone. 
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In this case, we want to show the “manipulators” or handles for the bone 

that will allow the bone to be rotated and twisted. 

If you look at the code, we’re just doing a couple of steps: 

1. Check if there is a bone selected. 

2a. If there is and it has no joint, tell the bone to draw it’s manipulators. 

2b. If there is and it has a joint, tell the joint to draw it’s manipulators. 

So, we’re really just passing off the rendering and handling of any 

manipulators to the bones/joints that know what to do. 

If we wanted, we could add buttons to the editor, sliders, handles, etc. All 

these things can help you work with your motor. 

Additional Bone Data Code 
The remaining part of the file is a support class that holds extra information for each bone. The class is pretty 

basic and really the only thing you should do is inherit from IKBoneModifier. By doing this, it allows you to pass 

the data to the joints and other helper functions for rendering the manipulators/handles. 
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Creating Your First Motor 
By now, you should have followed the two walk-throughs. I think these are the best ways for you to understand 

what it takes to create your own motor. 

I suggest you look at the other existing motors too. The structure will mostly be the same, but you’ll see 

different nuances in each one. 

Key things to remember 

Inherit from BoneControllerMotor 
This is what will allow the motor to show up in the select drop-down. It also provides all the hooks we need. 

Add Constructors 
Add constructors and Set the IsFixedUpdateEnabled property as needed. 

Update() 
This is the most important function. It’s where your motion actually determines the rotations for the bones and 

sets them. 

Use mBones 
If your motor works on specific bones or you need to save bones, use this list. It will automatically serialize and 

deserialize for you. You can also use it with some of the editor functions like RenderBoneList(). 

OnInspectorGUI() and OnSceneGUI() 
Use these functions if you need to provide editor functionality with your motor. Also remember there’s lots of 

support functions that will make your life easier.  

IKBoneModifier 
If you need extra bone data, create a class specific to your motor and inherit from IKBoneModifier. This will 

allow you to use the support functions I talk about in OnInspectorGUI and OnSceneGUI. 

RenderBone(), AddBone(), and RemoveBone() 
These functions come in handy when you have extra bone data that you want to pair with mBones. Use them to 

keep the lists in sync. 

Basic Steps 

1. Copy an existing motor 
I think it’s easiest to copy a motor that’s close to what you want. PoseMotor.cs is a pretty good one to start 

with. Once you copy it, change the name of the file, the class, and the constructors. 

2. Change the namespace 
Change the namespace to represent something that’s unique to you or your company. Maybe something like:  
myname.Actors.BoneMotors 

3. Change the support class 
If you don’t need support data for each bone, you can get rid of the “_BoneInfo” property and the class that’s at 

the bottom of this file. 
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If you do need support data for each bone, rename the class that’s at the end of the bottom file. I’d rename it to 

something like <new-class-nam>Bone. Then, anywhere you see “PoseMotorBone”, change that to the name of 

your new class. 

Now, modify the class to support what you need. Since we inherit from IKBoneModifier, it already has a 

properties for “Swing” and “Twist”.  

4. Modify Update() 
Change this function to modify the bones as you need. The final thing you’ll probably do is call 

“SetWorldRotation” or “SetLocalRotation” on each bone you need. 

Remember that animations reset the bone rotations to what they want each frame. So, you need to use the 

functions each frame to blend with or over-write those rotations. 

5. Modify OnInspectorGUI() and OnSceneGUI() 
These are really only important if you have extra bone data or you want to modify the bone information at edit 

time (similar to how the Pose Motor works). Check out the other motors and see what they let you do. 

Most of this code is really just using standard Unity editor code. So, brush up on EditorGUILayout if you need to. 

As you check out the other motors, you’ll see I’ve got some support functions in 

Assets\ootii\BoneController\Code\Helpers\HandlesHelper.cs. These functions will draw out special handles in 

the scene editor for you. Most of them area called by the joints automatically, but if you need them, they are 

there. 
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Support 
If you have any comments, questions, or issues, please don’t hesitate to email me at support@ootii.com. I’ll help 

any way I can. 

Thanks! 

Tim 
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